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Please indicate your position on each of the following by placing a check in. the appropriate space.
"If elected f will do whatever I can within the Power of my
office to restore the right to l({efor all innocent human beings
fi'om the moment of their conception. "

_ _Agree

J'D isagree

2.

Prohibiting partial birth abortions:

_ _Support

"Oppose

Undecided

3.

Prohibiting post-viability abortions without exception:

_ _ Support

oppose

4.

Allowing abortion on demand at any time for any reason:

.J Supp01t

- - Undecided

_ _ Oppose

_ _ Undecided

5.

Allowing abortion in cases of rape or incest:

JSupport

_ _ Oppose

- -Undecided

6.

Requiring mandatory parent/guardian notification of abortion
for minors (with judicial bypass):

_ _ Support

Joppose

- - Undecided

"!will advocate anti-coercion laws to protect the elderly from
euthanasia and women from abortion. "

_ _ Agree

8.

Financing abortions with taxpayer money:

_ _ Support

Voppose

Undecided

9.

Taxpayer funding of Planned Parenthood and similar
organizations providing abo1tion on demand:

Support

/oppose

_ _ Undecided

7support

_ _Oppose

- -Undecided

_ _ Supp01t

/oppose

_ _Undecided

Allowing pro-lifers the right to express opposition to abortion
through peaceful action such as picketing:

~Support

_ _Oppose

- - Undecided

Banning Embryonic Stem Cell Research (ESCR) but allowing
adult (i.e. from adult bone marrow) stem cell research:

_ _Support

---L;ppose

Undecided

"!will not support with my donations or with my endorsement
any professing, documented, "pro-choice" candidate. ,.

_ _ Agree

Prohibiting human embryo nic experimentation and human cloning:

_ _ Support

1.

7.

10.

Allowing physician assisted "right to die" procedures:

11.

Requiring NH abortion providers to report anonymous
abortion data to the State:

12.

13.

14.
15.

Signature attesting that above

onse~y
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Disagree

~'"•'"

_ _Oppose

_ _Undecided

J undecided

Undecided

- - Undecided

represent candidate's views:
DATE:

Please send a Policy Manual, so I can continue the endorsement process. ____Yes

../ No

Please return completed survey by August 10, by either method below:
MAIL TO:

David Umbaugh, NHRTL-PAC
246 South Rd.
Candia, NH 03034

SCAN AND EMAlL TO: dgumbaugh@day-ketterer.com

